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Fast 650 Jahre lebten Schweden und Finnen im Königreich Schweden
offenbar sehr harmonisch nebeneinander (1150–1809): Die Finnen
erhielten trotz ihrer teilweise anderen Kultur und ihrer späteren Bekehrung
zum Christentum die gleichen Rechte und Pflichten gegenüber der Krone
wie die schwedischsprachige Mehrheit. Im schwedischen Schauspiel “Alle
Bedlegrannas Spegel” von 1647 treten jedoch eher negative Vorstellungen
von brutalen und kriminellen Finnen zu Tage. In diesem Aufsatz soll
versucht werden zu klären, wie und weshalb ein solch negatives Image
entstehen konnte. Indem untersucht wird, wie im Ausland und in Schweden
verfasste Schriften Finnen darstellten und insbesondere wie Finnen in den
lokalen schwedischen Gemeinschaften gesehen wurden, wird deutlich,
dass sie durch ihre andersartige Sprache und ihre generell schwächere
wirtschaftliche und soziale Stellung in den Augen wohlhabender
schwedischer Kreise, die die sozialen Grenzen zwischen aufrichtigen und
unredlichen Menschen festlegten, zu Fremden wurden.
Marko Lamberg is a post-doctoral researcher at the Department of
History and Ethnology at the University of Jyväskylä, Finland. He has
studied different kinds of communities in late medieval and early modern
Nordic society.
Introduction1
In 1647, at the latest, an interesting piece of literature entitled Alle
Bedlegrannas Spegel (“The Mirror of All Picky Ones”) came out in
Sweden.2 It is a drama written in doggerel verse by an anonymous author
and it focuses on a young and proud maiden who refuses one suitor after
another until she quite unexplainably accepts the proposal of the tenth one,
a Finnish man who is characterised simply as “a Finn” (en Finne). The nine
earlier suitors have all been honest men, but the Finn is described as a
cruel and violent brute. He even speaks some kind of pidgin language
mixing Finnish and badly pronounced Swedish and that is why the earlier
studies have concentrated on the drama’s linguistic aspects.3 It is apparent
that the antihero of the story was meant to be a personification of already
existing negative attitudes towards Finns: the Finn abuses his wife verbally
and stabs her finally to death with his knife. In his last lines he tells the
readers that the executioner will not be able to catch him, since he is going
to flee back to Finland:
So do the other Finns, too, when they have misbehaved in
Sweden; they move quickly to Finland. Who will find them
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However, despite these apparent ethnic prejudices the key message in Alle
Bedlegrannas Spegel was not directed against the Finns; instead, the
purpose of the story was to mock “too picky” young women by means of a
warning tale. It is nevertheless revealing that a Finnish man was presented
as the worst alternative a Swedish woman could choose. The anonymous
writer belonged most probably to somewhat educated circles, and that is
why it can be argued that at least in these circles the Finnish immigrants
could be looked at with negative sentiments.
While reading Alle Bedlegrannas Spegel, one must bear in mind that the
main parts of the areas that the present-day Republic of Finland consists of
belonged to the Kingdom of Sweden during the time when the story was
published for the first time. By then Finns and Swedes had lived in a same
realm for approximately five centuries. How are we then supposed to
interpret the negative image of the Finn made public by the story? How did
it come into being?
In this article I am going to discuss the relationships between these two
neighbouring nations during a period when most of the Finnish peninsula
was a part of Sweden. The analysis consists of three sections: In the first
section I will present a brief survey on perceptions and descriptions of
medieval and early modern Finns. These perceptions form a basis for
further analysis in the second section, where I will deal with early Finnish
migration to Swedish local communities. The key issue will be how Finns
were perceived by the Swedes on the grassroots-level. In the third section I
will try to explain the reasons for the evident alienness which sometimes
characterised the Finns in the eyes of their Swedish compatriots.
Due to the paucity of the available sources the study must be mainly based
on sources of an official nature, i.e. records that have been produced within
medieval and early modern administrative and judicial systems. The central
sources for my analysis are preserved protocols from Stockholm and
several other Swedish towns where Finnish immigrants presided.5 The
main fault in the protocols is of course that they focus on conflicts and
norm-challenging behaviour more than on harmonious coexistence and
interaction. Despite their limitations, sources of this kind have been
successfully explored in studies on everyday life forms and mentalities in
the past.
The General Framework: Finns as a Different Nation
Most of the Finnish peninsula was incorporated into the Swedish realm
during the period of “crusades” in the 12th, 13th and early 14th centuries.
When Alle Bedlegrannas Spegel was published almost five centuries had
passed since the first “crusade” from Sweden to Finland. This partly
mythical event, which took place around 1155, is regarded as the starting
point for the history of Finns in the Swedish realm – a history which lasted
until 1809. We do not know how the “crusaders” experienced the population
that awaited them on the Finnish peninsula, but scholars of antiquity and
the early medieval West had characterised early Finns in a way partly
similar to what we have just found in Alle Bedlegrannas Spegel: authors
beginning with Tacitus had seen Finns as uncultivated barbarians or
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descriptions concerning Finni, Fenni and so on, in fact, referred to the
nomadic Sami people, early medieval Finns had clearly been seen as
non-humans, or at least aliens living outside the civilised world.6
But perceptions of this kind were hardly based on close interaction between
Finns and other ethnic groups. Instead, they can be explained by the
geographic remoteness of the Finnish peninsula and the fact that Finns had
not come into close contact with the areas touched by advanced civilisation
and Christianity. Descriptions of other peripheral peoples were very similar
to those concerning Finns.7 The cruel and untrustworthy character of the
Finns was complained of in three bulls issued by popes in the 13th century,
as the Christianisation of the Finnish peninsula posed problems for the
Catholic Church. Descriptions of cruelty were apparently felt necessary as
motivations for “crusades” and it has been proved that the popes could use
exactly the same formulations while bemoaning the wickedness of other
heathen nations, too.8
While worshipping the two leaders of the first “crusade”, King Erik and
Bishop Henrik, the Swedish Church (the Finnish bishopric included)
maintained a tradition according to which the pre-Christianised Finns had
been wild heathens who had caused harm to their neighbours.9 In fact,
there is no evidence that the Finns had taken part in actions against the
Swedish core areas like the burning of the Swedish religious centre Sigtuna
in 1187. Nevertheless, the tradition was carried on in late medieval
aristocratic literature written in Swedish – apparently in order to glorify the
past of the nobility. This is evident especially in Erikskrönikan, a domestic
imitation of the international chivalric poetry composed in the early 14th
century.10 The heathen and wild past of the Finns was even expressed in
visual form by the Finnish bishopric: one of the engravings on Saint Henrik’s
sarcophagus, a 15th century product of Christian art commissioned by of the
bishop of Turku (Swedish Åbo), shows more or less anachronistically armed
Finns and Swedes fighting against each other during the first “crusade”.11
The heathen past was not necessarily felt as a burden in late medieval or
early modern Swedish society – Swedes, too, had originally been heathens
and plundered other nations. At least in a non-theological context the
heathen background did not necessarily play any significant role at all in the
late medieval word: the heathens, even Muslims against whom the
medieval West had fought for centuries, could be seen to share the same
ethical and moral values as the Christians.12 Despite the public memory of
the former or alleged conflicts between Swedes and Finns there is no
information on any kind of large-scale bloodshed between the Finns and the
Swedes after the period of the “crusades”. Nevertheless, there were
peasant resistance and even uprisings against the authorities in Finland,
but the case was similar in the Swedish part of the realm. The uprisings
seem to have been directed against tax assessments, local officials or
wealthy landowners, not against being a part of the Kingdom of Sweden.13
On the contrary, there seem to have occurred serious conflicts within the
Finnish-speaking population in the 15th century, as two Finnish regions or
tribes concurred with each other on the control of the scarcely inhabited
inland and the Swedish officials had to act as peacemakers.14 The linguistic
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unity among the Finnish-speaking population. Consequently, eastern Finns
or Karelians, whose areas were regarded as a part of the Russian dominion
on the basis of the peace treaty of 1323, and who thus had become
members of the Orthodox Church, were described as enemies or Russians
by other Finns converted to Catholicism.15
The works written within the learned Swedish-speaking circles during the
16th century show that at least Peder Månsson and Olaus Magnus regarded
the Finns as a distinct ethnic group. Peder Månsson presented Finns as an
important resource due to their greater fertility and proposed that the Finns
should be allowed to cultivate estates that had become uninhabited in the
Swedish part of the realm during the Black Death. Olaus Magnus shared
this view and gave lengthy descriptions of the Finns’ ethnic characteristics –
mostly in a positive light. Of course, the purpose of Olaus Magnus’s Historia
de septentrionalibus gentibus, which was published in Rome in 1555, was
to make the Southern European audience aware of how large areas in the
North had by then been lost to Protestantism, and that is why it is
understandable that he did not pay too much attention to the negative
qualities of any nation living in the North. However, Olaus Magnus did
mention the widespread belief that Finns could control winds by means of
ropes with “charmed” knots and that they even sold those ropes to foreign
merchants visiting their harbours. This superstition was already established
in the works of two 13th-century authors, Bartholomeus Glanvil (Anglicus)
and Saxo Grammaticus, and it influenced several products of Western
European literature during the later centuries, too. The longevity of this
belief bears witness on how the Finns living in a peripheral corner of Europe
were physically integrated into Western European civilisation, but at the
same time mentally alienated in the eyes of the “more civilised” peoples.16
The outcome of the incorporation of Finland into Sweden was curious –
even more curious than has been admitted in Swedish or Finnish history
books. Usually, ethnic groups conquered by their neighbours were treated
as somewhat inferior to the conquering nation: for instance, the peoples
subjugated by the Romans or the Irish conquered by the English were
treated according to separate judicial norms.17 However, the Finns
received, despite their completely different language, their partly different
culture, their more recent conversion to Christianity and their ambiguous
international repute a judicial status equal to the Swedes through the
legislation enacted by the Crown during the 14th century. The earliest
written laws of the Kingdom of Sweden, the provincial laws
(landskapslagarna) from the 13th and 14th century contained certain
ethnocentric features, as they regarded the legal status of a foreigner
coming from outside the realm as somewhat inferior.18 But concerning the
ethnic groups living within the Swedish realm the social hierarchies were in
the later Middle Ages officially based on other factors than language or
geographical background: family background, economic capacity, personal
reputation, age and sex weighed most when a person’s judicial rights were
defined according to the norm system. Thus, the Finns had officially the
same rights and the same obligations towards the Crown as the Swedish
majority. Even documents telling of how the normative legislation was
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But while treating Finns in a similar fashion as Swedes, the Swedish
legislation spoke surprisingly little of the Finns as an ethnic group – in fact,
its existence was never directly mentioned in the juridical texts. Instead, the
term “Swede” covered also the Finns. In the law texts Finland and Finnish
provinces were mentioned seldom and only as geographic locations.19 The
pattern is very similar in the chronicle works that reflect the world view of
the late medieval Swedish aristocracy: they, too, mention Finns (or other
tribes speaking some dialect of Finnish), but they are mentioned very
seldom compared to Swedish-speaking tribes.20 The reason for this evident
ethnic silence in the laws and the aristocratic literature is a complex one: it
can probably reflect some kind of mental unwillingness of the Swedish
Crown and the Swedish aristocracy to recognise the ethnically
heterogeneous nature of the realm in public. But during the medieval period
the silence can also be explained by the above mentioned dubious repute
of the uncultivated Finns within Western European society – that is probably
why the kings of Sweden never assumed the title “King of Finns” or “King of
Finland”, although they always were, among other things, kings of the svear
and the götar. The Duchy of Finland had been only a temporary creation in
the High Middle Ages and it was most certainly completely forgotten when
King Gustav Vasa reinvented it in 1556 and gave it to his second oldest
son, Johan. By then, the patriotic Swedish history writers, who wanted to
glorify the past of the Swedish realm had already “found out” that Finland
indeed had been a mighty kingdom before the Swedish rule. That is why the
south western corner of Finland on Olaus Magni famous map Carta marina
(1539) is marked as olim regnum, “ancient kingdom”.21
Of course, we must bear in mind that the contents of the words can and do
change. It has been argued that many of the terms that nowadays are
perceived as ethnic or national indicators were originally linked to kings
rather than states. Thus, the word svensk, i.e. Swede, was in the Middle
Ages synonymous with “a subject to the King of Sweden”. The connotations
of svensk started to change during the Early Modern Era, and probably not
until then the word got its modern contents, where being a part of one
ethno-territorial unity was central.22 Recent interpretations of ideas
concerning nations in early modern Sweden made by Patrik Hall and Jonas
Nordin tend to stress the ideological continuity during several centuries, but
both scholars concentrate mainly on the statements uttered within learned
circles and political elites. Nordin, in particular, is influenced by Anthony D.
Smith’s thesis that nations in the past can be characterised as ethnies or
ethnic communities, where members felt some kind of sense of mutual
solidarity because of (loosely understood) common language, common
religion, common geographical origin and common traditions. Although
Smith speaks of collective self-perceptions, the Swedish elites seem to
have regarded the Finnish minority as an ethnie of its own.23
However, as Sally McKee points out, it is less significant to debate whether
the communities of the distant past can be described with terms like nation
or not, than to analyse the contexts in which the individuals described their
relations to the others. According to McKee, the existence of the ethnic
identity cannot be denied, but it did not have any stable character; instead it
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[I]t seems, then, a little unreasonable to expect peoples in
the past to have had any better grasp of their identities than
we have of our own.24
Finns among the Swedes: Social Anonymity
The incorporation of the Finnish peninsula into the Swedish realm was
secured by Swedish migration to the western and southern coasts of
Finland.25 Migration in the opposite direction also occurred. It is not known
when the first immigrants from Finland arrived in Swedish villages and
towns, but it has been argued on the basis of archaeological evidence that
persons of Finnish origin dwelled in Sweden even before the period of the
“crusades”. However, the earliest literal sources on Finnish immigrants date
from the early 14th century.26 We do not know how big the percentage of
newcomers who spoke Finnish as their mother tongue was. Among the
immigrants from Finland were most certainly also persons who were
descendants of earlier Swedish settlers in Finland.
On the grassroots-level the local population seems to have been fully aware
of the cultural differences. This becomes evident while studying how the
Finns were spoken of in an everyday context. Although the Finns were
officially Swedes – at least from the point of view of the political elites, the
writings composed within local communities, especially in towns, sometimes
characterise Finnish immigrants in a way comparable to the usual
characterisations of foreigners coming from abroad.
Contemporary social hierarchies were reflected in official records, since the
scribes characterised individuals differently, depending on their background.
The members of the upper classes or at least landowning groups were
likely to appear with their complete names and titles or terms describing
their social status, whereas persons of lesser groups could be characterised
with only their names, nicknames or occupational titles without names.27
Thus, if a hypothetical Swedish-speaking peasant Jakob Jönsson, who was
living in a parish of Solna, visited the neighbouring town Stockholm and had
during his stay of some reason to be mentioned in the town’s official
records, the scribe would have characterised him most likely as “Jakob
Jönsson, a peasant from Solna” (Jakob Jönsson, en bonde från Solna) or, if
the scribe felt the name was unimportant to be remembered, either as “a
Solna peasant” (en Solnabonde) or plainly as “a peasant” (en bonde)
without reference to his home parish. Of course, there existed even more
alternatives for the scribe, but it is important to note that even in cases
when the name was omitted the most usual characterisations always told
something about the person’s social background (like being a peasant as in
the example above).
However, the minutes of the town councils and other official records and
protocols from several Swedish towns show that persons of foreign origin
could be spoken of completely anonymously, i.e. without their names or any
other social indicators than words mentioning their ethnic or geographic
origin. For instance, a German merchant on his visit in Stockholm could be
spoken of merely as “the German” (tysken), if the town scribe for some
reason had to mention him in the official records.28 That kind of
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stranger in the Swedish local community. Thus, the official records can
transmit something of the Swedes’ feeling about persons of different ethnic
origin being in their towns and parishes.
The same patterns were applied to characterisations of several Finnish
individuals although they were judicially Swedes. Finns, too, could be
spoken of without their names or any other social indicator than the term
describing their linguistic or (generally speaking) geographic origin. Thus,
they could remain as anonymous Finns in official records. For instance, a
record made on the 21st of November 1491 in the minutes of the town
council of Stockholm states that Hans Eriksson, a local burgher, should give
“the Finn here in town” (finnen her j byn) his share of a heritage and that
“the Finn” (finnen) should guarantee that he would then settle the matter
with the other heirs in Finland.29 Although most individuals of Finnish origin
were characterised exactly like the Swedes, “the Finn here in town” had
several compatriots who had to remain anonymous in the records although
many of them dwelled, permanently as it appears, within the Swedish local
community.
In many cases the anonymity can be explained by the fact that the person
in question had a low social status and had broken the norms of the local
community but sometimes, as the abovementioned example shows, there
must have been other reasons that explain the temporary omissions of
names and titles – “the Finn here in town” had apparently not committed
any crime.30 It is interesting to note that similar patterns of social anonymity
can be found in Alle Bedlegrannas Spegel, where the earlier nine suitors
appear with their occupational titles (ranging socially from a servant to a
priest and a prosperous merchant), whereas the brutal Finn is characterised
plainly as a “Finn”.
The cases of complete anonymity can be compared to the cases, when the
name of a person in question has been mentioned in the records but he or
she is simultaneously characterised as a “Finn” (finne or finska depending
on the sex). These kinds of characterisations, too, were usual for foreigners,
but rare while speaking of Swedes, i.e. Swedish-speaking individuals
originating from the Swedish part of the realm.
In some rare cases even persons of Swedish origin could be characterised
in the protocols in a way comparable to the characterisations of Finns and
foreigners coming from abroad. This happened very seldom, but
nevertheless it is noticeable in the Arboga protocols that at least some
västgötar, i.e. persons originating from the province of Västergötland, could
be seen as different to the other Swedes. The scribes have sometimes
omitted the names of these individuals and plainly characterised them as
västgötar. A notice, dating from 1644, shows that there might even have
developed a stereotypic image, according to which the inhabitants of
Västergötland were stingy. A student called Johannes wanted to buy a knife
from a local salesman, Anders Krydkrämare, but he was willing to pay only
eight ore, whereas Anders demanded twelve. Anders turned to his son and,
probably just playfully, asked him what he thought of Johannes. The son
answered that he was a västgöte, and that the “nature of a västgöte” was
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interpreted the answer as an insult.31
How should we understand these kinds of notices? Perhaps, the location of
the province of Västergötland explains the occurrence of these stereotypes
within the Swedish ethnie: from the point of view of the inhabitants of
Arboga, which is situated in Central Sweden, Västergötland was a border
province, bounded by Norway on the west and by Denmark on the south.
Moreover, the main part of the province was situated between two great
lakes behind the vast and dense forests, which originally had separated
Götaland from Svealand.32 Thus, the proximity to the foreign kingdoms,
which from time to time had hostile relations with Sweden, as well as their
geographic remoteness, can be seen as possible reasons for the negative
perceptions of the inhabitants of Västergötland. It is noteworthy, too, that
the early state formation process of Sweden had probably included the
incorporation of Götaland into Svealand in the 6th or 7th century.33 The
result had formed the core of what was called Sverige, Sweden. The
earliest known form of Sverige was Sveariki, which meant the realm of the
svear – the latter were, in turn, another Swedish tribe, among whom the
inhabitants of Arboga and Stockholm, for instance, were counted. This
elucidates that the possible factors behind the otherness of the inhabitants
of Västergötland are partly similar to those behind the alien character of the
Finns.34
Of course, stereotypes of this kind are not unique. In fact, they are mere
reflections on regional and local identities, which are still perceivable in
modern societies: within almost every nation or ethnie, there exist more or
less stereotypical beliefs towards inhabitants of other towns, villages,
provinces or other communities and regions. Sometimes there even occurs
– serious or not so serious – concurrence and mutual verbal defamation
between two communities or regions.35 The regional or local identities and
the intraethnic stereotypes caused by them indicate that the role of the
language is not the only major cause behind ethnic distinctions.
Well-known Strangers and Social Boundaries
In urban records Finland could be characterised as the fatherland
(fädernesland) of the Finns, as was the case in the religious lyrics
composed within the Turku Chapter during the Catholic era. But on the
grassroots-level the term seems to have referred only to the territory of the
ancestors or the geographic origin of the person characterised. Contrary to
its Latin equivalent patria, it did not have any connotations of any political or
ethnic unity between inhabitants of the area in question.36 Consequently,
while speaking of Finns in relation to other persons of Finnish origin, the
persons in question could be characterised – at least in the 17th century –
as compatriots (landsmän) to each other. Otherwise, the term referred to
persons of foreign origin. Since Finns, too, could be spoken of in this way,
Finland was apparently seen as a separate unity of its own – albeit within
the realm.37
But the Swedes had got to know Finns during the Viking Age, perhaps even
earlier. Why were Finns at least from time to time seen as aliens still after a
centuries-long coexistence in one and the same realm? The answer lies
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necessarily a new group – since identities are based on defining borderlines
between “us” and “others”, communities need strangers in order to maintain
their traditions and mentalities. Thus, a group consisting of persons
perceived as strangers could, in fact, be quite a well-known group living
within the community, albeit at the same time on its margins.38 Besides, the
Finns had preserved their own language and they still had a geographic
location of origin of their own – Finland behind the Gulf of Bothnia. All these
factors effectively prevented the Finns from being considered a part of the
Swedish ethnie.
It is obvious that the Finns, at least some of them, could be seen as aliens
from the point of view of the local population, and the contemporary writings
reflect this view. An important reason for their alienness was most likely the
different language they spoke. Indeed, when two Swedish monks visited the
monastery of Naantali (Swedish Nådendal) in Finland in the early 1480s,
they wrote a letter to their own monastery in Vadstena and compared
themselves with pilgrims who had arrived “among an unfamiliar people” (ad
populum alterum) due to the language which was unknown to them.39
During the Lutheran era the existence of Finnish-speaking subjects was
officially legitimised in the realm, since the mass should be celebrated in the
people’s own language in correspondence with the reformatory principles.
Already in 1533, the Council of Stockholm decided that the former
Dominican convent should be the place for church services in Finnish.
During the following centuries the Finnish parish held its church service in
several different localities until it received the house that it owns still today.
As Stockholm grew larger, not all Finns living in Stockholm joined the
Finnish parish, but its existence signified nevertheless an official recognition
of the Finnish minority. The decision made by the Council in 1533 bears
witness on equality between the Finns and the Swedes, but on the other
hand it did partly separate the Finnish immigrants from the culture of the
Swedish majority, since the churches were also centres for communication
and social events. Another ethnic group, the Germans, had a parish of its
own, too. During three decenniums the Finns and the Germans had to
share the same building, the former guilds house of the fraternity of Saint
Gertrud, as their church – again an indication of how Finns could be treated
as foreigners.40
Besides the linguistic boundary, another possible factor behind the
otherness of the Finns could be a collective self-alienation: a group identity
so strong that the Finns regarded themselves as different from the Swedish
majority and made the distinction clear in their behaviour and, thus,
alienated themselves from the Swedes.41 If this was the case, it did not
necessarily mean that the self-alienation originated from the Finns
themselves: as, among others, Stuart Hall points out, a minority can adapt
itself to the stereotypes created by the majority and even exaggerate
them.42
However, the collective identities of medieval and early modern Finns are
extremely hard to analyse due to the scarcity of the available sources. The
interpretations made on the ground of religious poetry and personal
statements of leading figures within the Finnish Church are difficult to
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proved that “bishopric patriotism”, for instance, was shared by the common
people. From the later Middle Ages onwards, the petitions that Finnish
peasants and burghers addressed to the Crown and its officials, as well as
the Diet (Riksdag), reflect certain ideas on differences between Finns and
Swedes, since the petitioners were, among other things, asking for Finnish
interpreters or officials that were accustomed with the Finnish traditions, but
the aim seems to have been to assure that the Crown would treat its loyal
Finnish subjects in an acceptable way. Clearly, the Finnish peasants did not
seek political independency. And even this rhetoric originates from socially
and economically relatively well-to-do groups, whereas the vast majority of
the Finnish population remains mostly silent in the sources.43 Due to the
social heterogeneity, it has been argued that the feeling of social
togetherness weighed more when social distinctions were made within the
Swedish realm: according to this viewpoint, which corresponds well with
earlier mentioned reflections on hierarchies in Swedish legislation, the
owners of landed estates in Western Finland, for instance, shared more
interests with their peers in Central Sweden than with peasants in the
Finnish inland, where fields were smaller and cultivated in an old-fashioned
way, by clearing and burning woodlands.44
In only a couple of very rare cases we can read about certain Finnish
individuals’ open sentiments towards the Swedish majority. The oldest
notice dates from 1480, when a Finnish burgher from the town of Rauma
was sentenced by the Council of Stockholm to a fine of six marks because
he had called Swedish merchants and their employees for “Swedish dogs”
(swenska huwndda).45 The reason for the insult is not mentioned, but the
burgher in question had a name that suggested a Finnish-speaking origin.
The ethnic differences were hardly the main reason for the conflict – on the
contrary, it is plausible to assume that the insult was uttered only after the
conflict had already begun. Apparently, in a conflict situation, primordial
ethnic features like linguistic and geographic differences could be
accentuated, although they remained latent in a harmonious interaction.46
The sentenced Finnish burgher most likely did not attack his Swedish
colleagues as members of a different ethnic group, but rather as business
associates, in whom he for some reason or another was disappointed.
Thus, the dispute seems to have occurred primarily within one social
stratum, the one of the burghers, and only secondarily between two ethnic
groups.
Similar disputes are recorded in other Swedish towns as well and even
between Swedes and other “nationalities” than Finns: for instance,
invectives like “Swedish dogs” and “bloody Danes” (juteskälmar) were
uttered in the towns and villages of Skåne after the annexation of this
province of the Kingdom of Sweden in 1658.47 Although finn(d)jävel, a
pejorative term which still exists today and can be translated as “Finn-
Devil”, could not be found in the analysed source material, the protocols of
the Chapter of Stockholm mention diefuuls finska, “Devil’s Finnish woman”,
a term applied to the spouse of a Finnish minister living in Stockholm by a
Swedish minister and her relative in 1640.48 But all in all the use of
invectives together with ethnic indicators was very rare: most recorded
abusive utterances contain a limited vocabulary, where the terms “thief”
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ethnic background of the person in question – seem to have been the most
popular ones. This may point towards an interpretation that the ethnic
differences were after all not so important in everyday interaction, but the
explanation can also be exactly the opposite: if a different ethnic
background was seen as a social burden, the use of ethnic indicators
together with common invectives could make the blasphemy even more
serious. Consequently, the sentence for the blasphemy would most likely be
more severe. This, too, can explain why remarks on the ethnic background
were mostly omitted.
Whereas the Finns’ own perceptions on relationships between them and
other ethnic groups are hard to find, it is easier to try to reconstruct the
self-identity of the German settlers, another ethnic minority within the
Swedish realm. The minutes of the town councils cast, at least occasionally,
more light upon the ethnic self perceptions of certain burghers of German
origin. The earliest evidence in this respect seems to be a notice in the
minutes of the Council of Stockholm from 1486: after having been reminded
of the closing-time, a wine merchant called Kristiern Vinman had answered
to his reprimand, a councillor, by using the following words: “Ja, dat is en
holmisk budh.”49 This short sentence was written down in the minutes in
Middle-Low German and it meant: “Yes, this is a Stockholm-rule.”
Apparently Kristiern’s answer was considered a bit obnoxious – he was
without doubt hinting that elsewhere (like in the town he had emigrated
from) the rules regarding the serving of beverages were more flexible.
Probably, he even meant that he was not thinking of following the norms of
his new hometown.
The clearest evidence of a strong self-identity among German-speaking
individuals, that I have so far been able to find, deals with a lawsuit in the
town of Söderköping. On the 9th of December 1574, the Council of
Söderköping had to consider a case where three burghers, who on the
basis of their names were all of German origin, accused a fourth one, who
apparently was a German too, for abusive words. According to the
accusations, Lorens Meyer had been using some very common and
disturbing invectives like “thief” and even called two of the men “traitors”.
When the hearing was continued on the 14th of December, the insult was
specified and, according to the witnesses, Lorens had said to Casper
Swedfäier: “You are a traitor to the Germans. Whatever you hear from me
or anybody else you tell immediately to the burgomasters and the
council.”50 Apparently, from the point of view of Lorens Meyer, there existed
no doubt that the German settlers or, at least the German-speaking
burghers of Söderköping, formed a group of their own – a group which
should stay outside the Swedish control system.
Why do we never read that Finnish burghers uttered similar statements
which can be interpreted as symptoms of self-alienation? Probably, the
answer lies partly in the fact that the Finns had apparently already accepted
their status as subjects to the Swedish Crown, whereas a great number, if
not even the majority, of German immigrants came from areas outside the
Swedish realm. Due to their genealogical and other networks, the Germans
maintained livelier contacts with persons and norm systems outside the
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some immigrants from German areas had, despite the linguistic and cultural
similarities, difficulties in adapting themselves to the Swedish society. But all
statements concerning “alien self-identity” reflect primarily tensions within
burgher communities and, only secondly, between different ethnic groups.
Finns were not so numerous among the burghers, but indeed among the
lesser strata.
It has been argued that the uneven socio-demographic distribution among
the Finnish immigrants has been the main reason for the low social prestige
of the Finnish language and culture in Sweden. Whereas Swedish settlers
in Finland have represented all social strata, the elites included, the
emigrants from Finland have mostly belonged to lower strata: during the
pre-industrial time some immigrants were relatively well-to-do landowners,
peasants or burghers or at least became that later, but the majority seems
to have been rather poor men and women seeking an opportunity to get
hired as servants or other workers. The Reformation and its demand for
completely vernacular church services made a Finnish priesthood
necessary, even in the Swedish part of the realm, but the number of
educated Finns spreading written culture in Finnish remained very scarce
with the exception of temporary periods of war. So, the Russian occupation
of Finland in the beginning of the 18th century caused large-scale refugee
movements over the Gulf of Bothnia. On the Finnish peninsula, on the
contrary, Swedish became the major code of written communication.
Despite the Finnish translations of the Bible and other religious texts, as
well as legislative and administrative texts from the 16th century onwards,
Finnish had a very restricted use as a written language in Finland before the
19th century and the situation started to change only decades after Sweden
had been forced to cede Finland to Russia.51
The majority of Finnish immigrants mentioned in the analysed Swedish
protocols in the Middle Ages and the Early Modern Era were persons
sentenced for some serious crime. The men were mostly thieves,
manslayer, bigamists or fornicators – the image of the brutal Finn in Alle
Bedlegrannas Spegel was without doubt based on true-life crime stories.
Numerous Finnish women, too, were sentenced for theft but, besides, many
of them were whores, unmarried mothers or child-murderers, as well as
victims of sexual assaults and breach of marriage agreements. As stated
above, Finns were also imagined to possess magical powers, and
consequently witches could be found among both sexes, although their
recorded number was small. Of course, Swedes, too, committed similar
crimes, but in the Swedish local communities it were not the Finnish
immigrants but the Swedish burghers who defined the boundaries between
honest and dishonest persons.
In brief: many Finnish immigrants belonged to those social levels with which
the burgher community did not want to come into close contact – at least
not in public. Although it has been argued that towns were not residential
communities, since the social heterogeneity of the population was reflected
in differences between the town-dwellers’ legal status,52 in one respect
urban societies were or, at least, were expected to be homogeneous: the
land owning stratum regarded towns as moral communities where all
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or to be expelled from the town or, depending on the seriousness of the
offence against the code, even condemned to death. Steve Hindle, among
others, emphasises that it was the honest stratum which in the end decided
who had the right to be a part of the local community.53
There were two main reasons for avoidance of contact with low-status
Finns: firstly, the honest burghers’ fear of becoming infected by the
dishonour or shame, which was regarded as something concrete, and – in
accordance with the projection theory – their efforts to restrain their own
latent lusts and weaknesses by controlling and punishing the lesser strata,
on whom they projected their subconscious desires.54 Both interpretations,
of which one does not exclude the other, coincide well with Benedict
Anderson’s statement that racist ideas are products of ideologies of class
rather than those of nation.55 In this case, it was the purity of the burgher
community that had to be protected.
Of course, there were also Finns whose immigrant biographies did not in
any significant respect differ from the lives of Swedish individuals. The
protocols mention servants, peasants and burghers of Finnish origin also in
other roles than the one of the accused, and the number of these kinds of
immigrants may have been much greater than appears on the basis of the
records, which deal mostly with criminal affairs. There were even Finnish
men who attained a post on the town council, i.e. at the top of the burgher
community, although they were not numerous. Only a couple of them seem
to have originated from Finnish-speaking areas – in fact, many of the
socially successful immigrants from Finland seem to have come from areas
that were inhabited by the descendants of the Swedish settlers or where
Swedish and Finnish were spoken side by side.
Despite the temporary success stories, the majority of the “honest” Finnish
immigrants were, as Sven Ljung has put it, “a proletariat of their time”.56
Neither this “proletariat” nor the Finnish trash lived in complete isolation.
Instead, networks between people of the same low social status despite
their different ethnic background seem to have developed. Even Finnish
witches had a clientele of their own and, thus, indirectly a place within the
local community – until the authorities interfered in their business.57 But
what socially weighed most within the pre-industrial urban communities
was, of course, the opinion of the leading stratum, i.e. the Swedish burgher
community. Thus, the Finns became mentally alienated and the pejorative
image exemplified by Alle Bedlegrannas Spegel came into being.
Conclusions
The main factor behind the appearance of the negative image of the Finns
in Alle Bedlegrannas Spegel (and in the Kingdom of Sweden before the
mid-17th century) was not the physical remoteness between Finns and
Swedes, as had been the case with southern or central European authors,
who had seen Finns as “non-human” creatures. The Finnish immigrants
lived side by side with the Swedish majority and they could integrate
themselves into Swedish society – some individuals fitted in better than
others. The immigrants’ incomprehensible language was, of course, a factor
that effectively maintained the consciousness of the Finns’ different origin,
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fact that most immigrants coming from Finland were economically poor.
Despite the heterogeneous composition of the group, the general poverty
gave Finns a generally weaker social status than was the case with the
economically stronger German-speaking part of the population. Because
several Finns committed offences and crimes while being newcomers in
Swedish local communities, it was easy for the dominating majority to
regard the Finnish minority as the personification of their own vices, and so
as one which should be avoided. Thus, it was unavoidable that Sweden
Finns filled a sociological niche by being “well-known strangers” within
Swedish society.
1 This article is a part of my on-going study dealing with the integration
of early Sweden Finns, which is a project financed by the Academy of
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